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Among the many physiological changes that occurred during the transition from an
aquatic to a terrestrial lifestyle by early vertebrates, blood coagulation has an interesting
history. Blood coagulation genes, originally composed of a single pathway in fishes,
have expanded to include a second pathway in the evolution of terrestrial vertebrates.
However, genes of this second pathway have been secondarily lost in many lineages,
as is the case for cetaceans, which returned to the aquatic environment during their
evolution. Herein, we investigated the selective pressures on blood coagulation genes in
a phylogenetic framework, focusing on fishes and cetaceans. Taking advantage of the
availability of the genetic sequences of many vertebrate lineages and using a combination
of bioinformatic tools, our results showed a diverse history of gene losses and gains, with
different selective pressures acting on different genes of the blood coagulation functional
pathway. In addition, there was no evidence of a clear convergent molecular evolution
between cetaceans and fishes, highlighting that there are many possible evolutionary
mechanisms with regard to a functional pathway that involves many genes.
Keywords: coagulation, genetics, cetaceans, fishes, evolution

INTRODUCTION
Understanding the genetic basis behind ecological transitions, such as the conquest of land by
early vertebrates and the return to water by later vertebrate lineages has become a central topic
in evolutionary biology. During the evolution of life, these transitions occurred several times and
across several taxa, and have required extensive modifications of multiple systems and organs
(Uhen, 2007). Accordingly, the emergence and subsequent losses or reversions that occurred in
many genes or gene families is related to these habitat transitions (Mirceta et al., 2013; Nikaido
et al., 2013). One interesting characteristic that has appeared during early vertebrate evolution,
which has changed along with vertebrate evolution, is the blood coagulation system.
Blood coagulation in vertebrates is usually composed of cascades of glycoprotein activation,
which promotes the activation of prothrombin to thrombin, and finally fibrinogen to fibrin.
The cascades can be arbitrarily divided based on their initial activation process, comprising two
pathways: the tissue factor pathway (also called the extrinsic pathway), and the contact pathway
(also called the intrinsic pathway). The components of these pathways are known as “factors.”
Most of these factors belong to the serine protease family and bear some level of homology
(Furie and Furie, 1988).
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for the evolution of these complex genetic pathways. Specifically,
we investigated the evolutionary dynamics of the gain and loss
of blood factor genes in vertebrates and examined whether there
was molecular convergence between fish and cetacean CP genes
due to similar selective pressures caused by the aquatic habitat.

The tissue factor (TF) pathway is composed of proteases
(factor VII, factor IX, factor X, and prothrombin) codified by the
genes F7, F9, F10, and F2, respectively, which act with several
cofactors (tissue factor, factor V, factor VIII) codified by the
genes F3, F5, and F8, respectively. There is evidence that this
pathway evolved more than 430 Mya, before the divergence
of teleosts in the vertebrate clade (Davidson et al., 2003). On
the other hand, the contact pathway (CP) is evolutionarily
more recent. Although fish contain a factor of this pathway
(a high-molecular-weight kininogen [HMWK] without a CP
functional domain), it originated only after the evolution of
tetrapods, around 380 Mya (Clack, 2002; Doolittle, 2009). The
pathway is composed of the proteases factor XI, factor XII, and
plasma prekallikrein (PK), codified by the genes F11, F12, and
KLKB1, respectively, in addition to HMWK, as cited above.
The factors of both pathways and their relationships are shown
in Figure 1.
Genes for both the TF and CP seem to have arisen from
genetic duplications during vertebrate evolution (Jiang and
Doolittle, 2003). Some authors have proposed a round of largescale duplication events in early chordate history (Holland
et al., 1994; Sidow, 1996), and after that, although before
amniote divergence, a new duplication event originated the
CP. Correspondingly, it has been proposed that F11, PK, and
F12 are recent paralogs (Pebusque et al., 1998; Ponczek et al.,
2008). Note that genes for blood coagulation factors are denoted
by Arabic numerals corresponding to their Roman numeral
protein name.
Some groups of tetrapods do not seem to express some or
any components present in the CP. Although not extensively
researched, birds seem to lack factor XII, and in some cases,
factor XI (Tahira et al., 1977; Frost et al., 1999; Nevill, 2009).
Nevertheless, most reptiles, except for snakes and sea turtles
(Soslau et al., 2004; Nevill, 2009), have a fully functional
CP. Among mammals, there is evidence that the sei whale
plasma lacks factors XI, XII, and the Fletcher factor (a plasma
prekallikrein, codified by KLKB1) (Saito et al., 1976). Later, it
was reported that minke whale F12 is a pseudogene (Semba
et al., 1998). More recently, a genomic study demonstrated that
KLKB1 and F12 were lost in the cetacean stem lineage, and
these losses are adaptive as they reduce the risk of thrombus
formation during diving (Huelsmann et al., 2019). The loss
of both KLKB1 and F12 genes, two key factors that promote
thrombosis, do not affect wound sealing in cetaceans. In
addition, several blood clotting genes, such as F2, F5, F8, F10,
PLAT, and FGB, contain cetacean-specific amino acid changes,
and some of them are predicted to cause functional changes
(Yim et al., 2014).
Considering that these reports suggest complex molecular
dynamics of the blood coagulation genes, we aimed to unravel the
molecular evolution of these genes in a phylogenetic framework.
By taking advantage of the growing availability of genomic
sequences, our study intended to draw a more complete scenario

METHODS
To include as many taxonomic groups as possible, we conducted
an exhaustive search using Genbank database (https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/genbank/) for the sequences of 13 different genes
related to blood coagulation: PLAT, FGA, FGB, FGG, F2, F5,
F7, F8, F9, and F10 from the TF pathway, and F11, F12, and
KLKB1 from the CP. To address possible annotation errors or
bad quality sequences, we performed the following manual filters
after alignment: sequences without start or stop codons were
immediately discarded, sequences that did not align satisfactorily
with closely related species were also removed, and we included
at least two representatives from the main vertebrate orders. After
filtering, the coding sequences were aligned using MUSCLE v. 3.8
(Edgar, 2004). We used MEGA7 (Kumar et al., 2016) to convert
sequences to protein before aligning and then converted them
back to DNA using PAL2NAL (Suyama et al., 2006) to obtain
better alignment results.
We used both maximum likelihood and Bayesian methods
to estimate phylogenetic relationships for each of our genes.
Maximum likelihood trees were built using IQ-TREE v. 1.6
Web Server (Trifinopoulos et al., 2016), using 1,000 bootstrap
iterations for support, and Bayesian trees were built using
MrBayes’s v. 3.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm (Ronquist
et al., 2012). For the latter, 1,000,000 iterations with six
simultaneous chains were used, sampling every 100 generations.
We used posterior probability data from those Bayesian trees to
support clades established in our maximum likelihood best trees,
together with bootstrap support.
To estimate the evolutionary molecular rates of these genes,
and the role of natural selection, we used several different
algorithms. A maximum-likelihood codon substitution model
implemented in the PAML 4.8 package (Yang, 2007) was used
to infer the dN/dS (ω) rate (the ratio between non-synonymous
and synonymous mutations, which represents selective pressure)
for each lineage with two different models. The one-ratio model
establishes, a priori, a single ω value for all branches, whereas
the free-ratio model assumes independence of ω values among
branches. We initiated both models using ω = 1 and then
compared the results between models through likelihood ratio
tests (LRT). For those genes where the free model fitted the data
better, we performed a branch-site test, which compared model A
with the null model (fixed ω = 1) also implemented in PAML, to
identify sites under positive selection in a foreground branch. We
ran this algorithm twice for each gene, using only the cetacean
clade as the foreground branch and later only in “fish” clades
(ray-finned fishes, lobe-finned fishes, and cartilaginous fishes).
Another algorithm used in our analysis was a mixed-effects
model of evolution (MEME) implemented in the HyPhy package
v.2 on the DataMonkey webserver (Murrell et al., 2012). This

Abbreviations: FXI, Factor XI; FXII, Factor XII; HMWK, High Molecular Weight
Kininogen; MEME, Mixed Effects Model of Evolution; PK, Plasma Prekallikrein;
TF, Tissue Factor; CP, Contact Pathway.
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of both blood coagulation pathways: tissue factor pathway (white boxes and blue gene names) and contact pathway (gray
boxes and red gene names). The mechanism for both is a cascade of factor activation, ultimately resulting in the activation of a common pathway. This common
pathway starts when factor IX is activated, and in turn, activates factor X. Factors are denoted by Roman numbers, whereas the gene names are denoted by Arabic
numbers.

RESULTS

model accounts for heterogeneous selection among sites, while
also allowing varying selective pressure among branches, and
is able to infer both episodic and pervasive positive selection
at a particular site, which is ignored in branch-models. For
our data, we used the best-fitting nucleotide substitution model
estimated by the automatic model selection tool available
on DataMonkey.
We also used the RELAX algorithm (Wertheim et al., 2015)
that detects relaxed or intensified selection on a selected branch
of the tree. The algorithm builds upon a branch-site model,
and is able to detect the relaxation or intensification of the
selective strength of a foreground branch relative to a background
branch. This is given in terms of an exponential K, which can
assume values >1 (indicating intensification) or between 0 and
1 (indicating relaxation). We ran this algorithm using the same
foreground branches as those used for the branch-site in PAML
(cetaceans and fishes).
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We retrieved, on average, 146 sequences for TF pathway
genes and 71 for CP genes. Details on species and accession
numbers can be found in the Supplementary Material. These
data gathered from available databases allowed us to draw a
phylogenetic scenario that shows the history of those genes
over evolutionary time, as depicted in Figure 2. As expected,
fish clades contained only genes from the TF pathway and in
tetrapods, we observed the emergence of the F12 and F11-KLKB1
genes, which belong to the CP. However, as mentioned before,
F12 and F11-KLKB1 are lost in some individual lineages, such as
sea turtles and venomous snakes.
In mammals, except for monotremes, KLKB1-F11 gives
rise to separate KLKB1 and F11 genes. All phylogenetic trees
built with both maximum likelihood and Bayesian approaches
recovered known species relationships into well-supported
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FIGURE 2 | Cladogram illustrating which genes are present in the main vertebrate groups. As indicated, contact pathway genes (F11, F12, and KLKB1) are only
present in tetrapods, which are mainly land animals. TF = tissue factor pathway.

Among all genes, MEME identified a wide number of codons
under positive selection, ranging from 3.38 to 12.12% of the
whole gene (see Supplementary Material). To identify genes that
have undergone relaxed or intensified selection, we implemented
the RELAX algorithm, and significant intensified selection was
found in fishes for the F2, F5, F8, FGA, FGB, FGG, and PLAT
genes. Cetaceans were identified to show intensified selection for
the F7, F8, F10, and F11 genes, and relaxed selection for the F2
and F9 genes (Table 2).

clades, with high bootstrap and posterior probability support
(see Supplementary Material). Branch lengths varied among
different clades in each gene tree and among the genes.
Fishes showed very long branch lengths in most trees, except
for F10, FGA, and PLAT, which showed short branches in
all trees. Mammals had a long root length for all genes,
although branches varied from short to very long in specific
groups (such as Rodentia or Eulipotyphla in the F2 gene,
see Supplementary Material). Cetaceans generally showed short
branch lengths, except for sperm whales (Physeter catodon) for
the F7 gene. Fish clades had varying behavior, with long and short
branches present, along with different trees.
We tested different modes of selective processes using a
range of algorithms and compared the results between fishes
and cetaceans. Regarding the variation in omega ratio (ω), we
found significant differences throughout the LRT tests between
the one model (i.e., assuming the same ω ratio for all lineages)
and the free model (i.e., assuming an independent ω ratio for
each branch of the tree) for all genes. The better fit of the free
model for all genes indicates that ω rates are different among
lineages for all 13 genes analyzed. In the 13 genes where the free
model fits our data better, we implemented the branch-site model
that distinguishes between cetaceans and non-cetaceans as well
as branch-site models that distinguish between fishes and nonfishes. The results are summarized in Table 1 and show that for
cetaceans, the F7, F8, and FGA genes show evidence of sites under
positive selection, whereas for fishes, only the F7 gene showed
sites identified as positively selected.
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DISCUSSION
Our objective was to investigate the molecular evolutionary
history of blood coagulation genes in vertebrates, focusing
mainly on fishes and cetaceans. In addition, we wanted to study
the influence of the similar selective pressure exerted by the
aquatic environment on the evolutionary history of these genes.
Accordingly, we retrieved those genes from genomic databases
and performed different analyses to account for the different
types of selection that could have occurred during the evolution
of these genes. Our findings suggest a dynamic and complex
history, showing clades and genes with unique modifications, and
not a straightforward convergent pattern of selective pressure in
blood coagulation genes in fishes and cetaceans, except for the
absence of contact phase genes in both clades, and a few genes
with matching patterns of selection.
Regarding the TF pathway genes, the pattern of evolution seen
in the phylogenetic trees suggests that, after gene duplication
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TABLE 1 | PAML branch-site tests the null model (ω = 1) against the model A
(which allows ω > 1 in the foreground branch) and of evolution rates.

TABLE 2 | Summary of the results from RELAX analyses.
Relax (K)

L

np

LRT

P
Tissue Factor Pathway Genes

Tissue Factor Pathway Genes
F2

Fishes

Cetaceans

F5

Fishes
Cetaceans

F7

Fishes

Cetaceans

F8

Fishes

Cetaceans

F9

Fishes

Cetaceans

F10

FGA

FGB

−62885.9348

309

Model A

−62885.9348

310

Model null

−62991.0406

309

Model A

−62991.0406

310

Model null

−110652.3475

245

Model A

−110652.3474

246

Model null

−110912.7091

245

Model A

−110912.1711

246

Model null

−34779.1933

255

Model A

−35775.8609

256

Model null

−34771.9592

255

Model A

−34752.9593

256

Model null

−37851.6447

221

Model A

−37851.6447

222

Model null

−37900.4991

221

Model A

−37898.5480

222

Model null

−27466.5827

321

Model A

−27466.5827

322

Model null

−27603.1334

321

−27603.1334

322

Model null

−32718.4894

201

Model A

−32718.4894

202

Cetaceans

Model null

−32793.0455

201

Model A

−32793.0455

202

Fishes

Model null

−34798.2379

299

Model A

−34798.2379

300

Cetaceans

Model null

−34860.3565

299

Model A

−34858.1796

300

Fishes

Model null

−53601.5199

373

Model A

−53601.5199

374

Fishes

Fishes

Cetaceans

PLAT

Model null

Model A

Cetaceans

FGG

F2

Fishes

Cetaceans

Model null

−53316.2302

373

Model A

−53316.2302

374

Model null

−51206.5939

363

Model A

−51206.5939

364

Model null

−51386.9576

363

Model A

−51386.9576

364

Model null

−52804.8727

311

Model A

−52804.8727

312

Model null

−52992.8097

311

Model A

−52992.0091

312

0

0

0
1.076
1993.335

34.733

1

Fishes

Model null

−28956.58016

137

−28955.99957

138

Not significant

Fishes

Not significant

Cetaceans

2.92

F8

Fishes

13.68

Cetaceans

1.81

F9

Fishes

Not significant

Cetaceans

0

F10

Fishes

Not significant

Cetaceans

2

0

0

1

0.04
FGG

0

1
PLAT

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

4.354

0.03

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1.601

0.21

1.162

0.28

Fishes

1.35

Cetaceans

Not significant

Fishes

1.39

Cetaceans

Not significant

Fishes

1.21

Cetaceans

Not significant

Fishes

1.49

Cetaceans

Not significant

Contact Pathway Genes
F11

Fishes

—

Cetaceans

7.94

RELAX indicates relaxed (K < 1) or intensified selection (K > 1).
F12 and KLKB1 are absent from both fishes and cetaceans.

events that preceded tetrapod divergence from fish, blood
coagulation genes underwent a quick-change period on the
stem branch of the mammalian group. Cetaceans seem to have
few specific changes in their tissue pathways after divergence
from other mammalian groups. Fishes, on the other hand,
underwent fast evolutionary changes in their blood coagulation
genes. Fish blood coagulation has been previously described
as species-specific with many variations in clotting efficiency
within the group (Doolittle and Surgenor, 1962), which is in
accordance with our findings. Additionally, it has been noted
that the fish molecular evolution rate greatly varies between
species, especially among actinopterygian fishes (e.g., Steinke
et al., 2006). This seems to be related to the extensive duplication
and neofunctionalization of genes in fish clades.
The contact phase genes appeared with the emergence of
amphibians during the conquest of land by early vertebrates.
As the predecessor F11-KLKB1 present only in non-mammalian
tetrapods does not seem to have the same functions as its
successors in mammals (Ponczek et al., 2008), it can be
hypothesized that after duplication, these recently created CP
genes were alleviated from selective pressures and, by positive
selection or neutral evolution, they mutated and were under
purifying selection again. Accordingly, the contact phase genes
also depict a long branch in the stem mammalian lineage in

L, likelihood values; np, number of parameters; LRT, likelihood ratio test; P, probability.
Significant LRT results only when P < 0.05, which are denoted in bold.
F12 and KLKB1 are absent from both fishes and cetaceans.
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Cetaceans
F7

0.30

–

Model A

1.44

1

–
Cetaceans

Fishes

1

Contact Pathway Genes
F11

0.44

F5

FGB
3.902

1.21

Cetaceans

FGA
0

Fishes
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different tools. Accordingly, the combination of ML and Bayesian
approaches recovering the same trees and being consistent with
the current phylogenetic hypothesis shows us that our data is
robust and also provides an estimate of the evolutionary rates
between branches. PAML and MEME both provide a test for
the hypothesis of selection with variation between branches
and codons. However, PAML requires a foreground branch to
be specified a priori. However, this restricts the number of
possible positive selection scenarios (Kosakovsky Pond et al.,
2011). Additionally, the PAML likelihood ratio test is more
conservative and has relatively lower power (Anisimova et al.,
2001). Therefore, MEME was used to support this analysis within
a more flexible framework, in order to detect forms of selection
not accounted for by PAML. Furthermore, the RELAX algorithm
is able to identify a specific type of selection pattern, intensified
or relaxed, which are not accounted for by the previous tools.
It is known that during evolution, gene loss can be a
mechanism for adaptation and can be an important evolutionary
force (Albalat and Cañestro, 2016; Sharma et al., 2018;
Huelsmann et al., 2019). A recent study reported the loss
of the KLKB1 and F12 genes in the stem cetacean lineage
(Huelsmann et al., 2019). One could consider the deficiency in
contact phase genes as a common feature of aquatic species, as
fishes and cetaceans do not have them. However, the manatee,
another aquatic mammal, does have these factors (Barratclough
et al., 2016), and there is little information regarding blood
clotting genes in pinnipeds, but they also seem to have these
factors (Spurling, 1981). Thus, the loss of contact phase genes
in cetaceans seems to be more related to an adaptation to
diving behavior (Huelsmann et al., 2019) than to the aquatic
environment. Sea turtles, which also have deep diving habits,
have also been reported to lack factor XII (Soslau et al., 2004).
As mentioned earlier, there is information that sei whale plasma
also lacks factor XI (Saito et al., 1976). The F11 gene is present
in cetacean genomes, and without nonsense mutations, as is
the case for the F12 gene. In our analysis, F11 was identified
as showing intensified selection in the cetacean lineage, but it
remains to be determined whether this intensification is related
to neutral evolution, as the other genes of this pathway are absent.
In addition, functional studies examining factor XI in the plasma
of more cetacean species are essential to clarify whether cetaceans
still possess the gene in their genomes, albeit without expression.
The apparent lack of an overall pattern of convergence
is expected, as molecular evolutionary processes are highly
complex. When considering a set of genes that belong to the
same functional pathway, such as blood coagulation, selective
pressures act in a different way and with different intensities
on each gene, as is the case for other genetic systems (e.g.,
Huang et al., 2011; Streicker et al., 2012). In other words,
to achieve the same functional adaptation, there are a large
number of possible molecular modifications. Taken together,
our results suggest that cetacean blood coagulation evolutionary
history, even though it is also adapted to underwater niches,
took a different evolutionary path than that of fishes, although
maintaining some similarities, such as the loss of CP genes (F12
and KLKB1) and the same molecular evolution pattern in two
genes of the TF pathway (F7 and F8). In addition, this work sheds

our phylogenetic trees, followed by short branches in extant
mammalian lineages. As with the tissue pathway genes, it
likely indicates an acceleration in the evolutionary rate of these
genes in early mammals, followed by a restriction of genetic
changes in modern mammals, which can be explained by
the neofunctionalization process mentioned previously (Zhang,
2003). Several reports in the literature exemplify this process in
other genetic systems, such as the red and green opsin genes
(Yokoyama and Yokoyama, 1989), or the three types of retinoic
acid receptor genes in vertebrate development (Escriva et al.,
2006).
The molecular evolution of the genes corroborates the picture
drawn by our phylogenetic trees. The enormous diversity in
species and habitats of fishes (ray-finned fishes especially) is in
accordance with different physiological requirements, and the
varying selection regime among fishes is expected. In addition,
fishes comprise a group that appeared around 500 Mya, whereas
cetaceans appeared more recently in evolutionary history
(around 50 Mya); hence, a more homogeneous evolutionary rate
among cetacean species is not surprising. In this context, the
RELAX results for fishes showed that most fish TF genes are
under intensified selection (F2, F5, F8, FGA, FGB, FGG, and
PLAT; seven out of 10 genes), whereas, for whales, only F7,
F8, F10, and F11 showed evidence of intensified selection (four
out of 10). In the cetacean lineage, F2 and F9 were observed
with relaxed selection, whereas no gene was identified as being
under relaxed selection in fishes. In common between the two
clades, only the F8 gene showed signals of intensified selection.
On the other hand, the branch-site model identified the F7, F8,
and FGA genes as having positively selected sites in the cetacean
lineage and only the F7 gene as having positively selected sites
in fish lineages. Between fishes and cetaceans, only the F7 gene
has sites undoubtedly under positive selection. Taken together,
most blood coagulation genes (eight out of 10) from the TF
pathway in fishes are under intensified selection or show signals
of positive selection, when compared to cetaceans (out of 10 TF
pathway genes, four genes are under intensified selection, one
has positively selected sites, and two genes are under relaxed
selection). Identification of intensified selection and positive
selection in most fish blood coagulation genes highlights the
dynamic history of these genes to cope differently with the
particular and distinct life histories of species in this group. In
cetaceans, some of the TF pathway factors could have intensified
or relaxed their selection regime due to overall physiological
changes in blood coagulation after the loss of CP genes. It
has been reported that this loss does not affect wound healing
and that TF pathway genes have specific amino acid changes
in cetaceans (Yim et al., 2014); therefore, this seems to be a
likely scenario.
Using different approaches to assess the selection of panorama
acting on these genes allowed us to obtain more complete
and detailed information on their evolutionary history. As
selective forces can leave many different molecular signatures,
depending both on their strength and how this is distributed
over evolutionary time, the use of multiple tools extends our
capacity to detect multiple forms of these signals and helps
to avoid erroneous conclusions by overlapping the results of
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light on many aspects of blood coagulation gene evolution among
vertebrates, highlighting the complex and dynamic history of
gains and losses in this functional pathway among vertebrate
lineages and the selection pressures acting upon these genes.
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